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It's overhattIes cease
Job's finished—
Hushed Peace

Toot! Toot! U.S.A.
Coming back
Glad clay

<uIzr

There, shining in the sun
"Welcome home
Well done!"

Grasp the knob, joyfully
"Hi, yah, f01k
It's me!"

Climbing now Founders' Crest
Yea Poets!.
The best

Jli Pete!

(\7

Maxine Murcly

Editor

Joyanne Hull - - - Managing Editor
Martha Jo Harrison - Business Manager
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To those who gave the greatest gift of all, life, to
save that way of life which they shared with us, we
dedicate this annual in humble appreciation determining to carry on the remembered ways with understanding and love.

WEBBER CALLICOTT
ROLAND R. CRUM, JR.
HOBART CUSHMAN
WAYNE A. DAILEY
MERLAN EMBERSON
PAUL F0uTS
JAMES A. GAFFORD
LOWELL KRAMER
WARREN MCCRAY
ROBERT 0. MITCHELL
LOWELL MULCAHY
THOMAS B. REED, JR.
ROBERT ROTSEL
HENRY H. SIEVERS
CHARLES C. WEBSTER
IVAN WILEY
DONE..
WINTERS
WILSON A. YOUNG

j

and

Students and faculty, alike, mourned the unwarranted and tragic passing of 'WILLIAM 'WRIGHT, Professor of Music and Voice at Whittier
College. His music had become a part of the Whittier Campus. Invaluable
was his earnest conductorship of the A Cappella Choir during the war years
when music was so essential. Through conscientious and tireless activities of
the community as well as the college he became well known and liked. Giving generously of his time and energy, he sponsored several musical productions. His true Jove for music helped the students enjoy this fine art. The
college indeed suffered a loss and remembers appreciatively his active musical service and warm friendliness.

Deeply imbeddeci—anci gratefully in the memories of those who knew him at
Whittier College, DR. WALTER F. DEXTER, as the youngest president in our
history, generously devoted eleven years to the college, its welfare, and its expansion.
His uncomparable vigor and enthusiastic participation in college life made it almost
impossible to distinguish him from the students . . . Ever uppermost in his endeavors was a sincere and active interest in educational advancement. This interest
and his sacrificing service were worthy qualities which he carried with him as he
ascended the ladder of fame to become State Chairman of California Board of Education. His infinite service to humanity and to education will be his eternal monument.
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With peace came Peter Poets back to the Whittier College campus
and with you came normalcy to our Alma Mater. Perhaps 'thanks' is not
quite adequate to express our appreciation for what you've done for us.
VVe'II just say, "We're awfully glad to welcome back 'our fighting men' ",
and that comes from the bottom of our hearts. We hope that we have
helped make your college life this year a happy experience.
Thanks to you, Peter, sports became an important part of Whittier's
activities. Your voices ringing in the gym made it spring back to life .
Once again social affairs were more like they used to be . . . blue serge and
gabardine reigned over navy blue and khaki . . . and feminine hearts were
light again . . .
You sprinted across the campus to 'beat the bell', those empty seats in
Convocation ceased to be 'dust-catchers', and your strong male voices added
that 'certain something' to the immortal strains of our Alma Mater . .
These are some of the things that made the peace and your return a vivid
reality . .
Yes, Peter Poet, 'your hearts belong to 'Whittier forever' and your
campus welcomes you back.

W
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planned

Lou Henry Hoover Memorial Hall

Broadoaks Building

a new campui

For fifty years Whittier College has grown steadily. Now with an increase in the student body,
it is necessary that 'Whittier College expand still further. Of the twelve buildings which have been
proposed, four are to be constructed within the year
Founders Hall is traditional and symbolic of our growth, but even traditions age so we need a
new classroom building to accommodate our increasing numbers with greater comfort. The new
building which is to be called the Lou Henry Hoover Memorial Hall is to be built from funds donated
by Mrs. Herbert Hoover, an alumna of Whittier. The site is to be between the present Campus Inn
and Mendenhall...
Because the Broadoaks School of Education has now become an integral part of Whittier, a new
building must be erected to house what is now known as the Department of Child Development.
This building will stand on the present site of Crestwood .
In addition, two new dormitories are to be built. One, a men's dormitory, is to be called George
Wanberg Memorial Hall. It is to be built from funds given by Mrs. Mae Wanberg in honor of her
late husband who was greatly interested in helping young men. The second is a new dormitory
for women. This has become a community project as part of the funds were obtained by the
Whittier Business Men's Association, and part by the students of Whittier College themselves. The
winning student team was that headed by Art Eddy . .
We are fortunate to be a part of such great growth. The new buildings will mean an increase
of students. Our now happy, friendly Whittier family will become a bigger, better family.

and chanjei
The dorms looked the same to
you returning poets. Their structure, the form of their buildings
hadn't changed . . . you gazed
again upon the brown concrete of
VVardman on its hilltop, the cozy
squareness of the shingles and
paint of Way, the wide porch and
many windows of Newlin, and
they were all as you had remembered them.
But there was a difference
Now women strode through the
mighty halls of Wardman. And
by night the windows on the hill
held silhouettes of the feminine
form in place of the lithe, masculine figure you'd remembered ...

he

dorm
Curtis Way Hall had changed
its allegiance too. The tones from
deep voices rolling out in every
direction from its walls assured all
that the men had claimed it as
their dorm. Way received you
now as it had once the women.
Newlin was again a Whittier
college dormitory . . . The Freshmen women took it over, and its
rooms were once again full of the
purple and gold of the fighting
Poet banners.
These, though, were the only
differe ces in the dorms, their
friendliness and gladness of
spirit, like their structures, hadn't
changed, and this spirit greeted
you back to Whittier.
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Blond BILL DOLPH was elected
Frosh president and had a big job
laying groundwork for his class to
function . . the position of social
chairman was filled by the frosh
singer, HELEN TIPTON... JOE
CANEER was treasurer before the
armed forces beckoned a finger.
•
• . joke-telling but hardworking
GORDON CROWELL acted
as vice-president with VIVIAN
FALLIS as secretary.

Welcome to Whittier College was vividly realized by the new
students during the whirl of activities in Orientation Week. But this
ended and friendly smiles became aloof smirks on the Sophs' countenances. Those were days of misery for the lowest of low, as they
grovelled before the Merciless. After the battles of "The Rock" though,
and the brawl, which had the traditional ferocity with Peter Poet back,
the Frosh were ready to officially take their places in the 'Whittier family.

eager to learn

Tall BILL MOORE handled his position
of Freshman president, second semester
with the same aptitude and top notch ability
as he did that in basketball
Vim, vigor,
and vitality were characteristic of the way
BEV DOWNING tackled her post of social Chairman
. BEVERLY RICKS
charmingly performed her secretarial duties
neatly and completely
with Treasurer
BARBARA HAGLER, a competent
keeper of the funds of the Freshmen .
Redheaded RONNIE MILLER took over
his job of Vice President, acting as Bill's
chief consultant on matters of utmost importance to the Frosh.

The Freshmen activities for the year were
highlighted by a gala Halloween party .
The Parnell School for Girls in East Whittier was the setting for the big night with
Barbara Barr program chairman for the
evening. Everyone enjoyed himself with
dancing, games, bicycle riding, a weiner
roast and ghost stories told by Gordon
Crowell. The evening of fun was climaxed
by everyone joining a community sing.

The "Almighty S0h5" entrusted BOBBIE JONES with the
president's gavel first semester, and through her careful guidance
many successful events were. sponsored . . . LAUREL MEYER was
the vice president and through her planning the disobedient Freshmen were brought to justice. . . attractive ALICE ROBINSON was
social chairman and did a great 10b planning the Frosh initiation
and S0h parties . . . pun-loving JOYANNE HULL made her
secretarial minutes always interesting, and worhed hard in writing
script for Kangaroo CourtThe wealth of the prosperous class of
'48 was entrusted to DAVE ABBOTT who was conscientious in
keeping the accounts straight.

wi,/flJ

Active, fun-loving BOB RITTER dug into his job of
guiding the Sophomores with the go-getting quality that
made him popular . . . RUBY BELL, as Treasurer saw
that the money was used to the best advantage . . . Social
Chairman, LAUREL MEYER, found something new and
exciting for the class all the time . . . blonde, attractive
JACKIE CLARKSON had the responsibility of Iceeping
the activities of the Sophs in order and nicely, too . .
Friendly and competent CLARK STEBBINS came to the
aid of the president when needed.

/

rve

The mighty Sophomores drove into second semester activities with the vivacity and
vitality reflected from their president Bob
Ritter. The first event of second semester
was the Sophomore Class party in March.
The evening began as a theater party, then
they culminated the evening at their president's home where refreshments and fun
were abundant. With the warmer weather
came a gay beach party with all the trimmings, thus drawing to a close, the year for
the energetic Sophomores.

MDAS S WHfl1IR
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With sparkling sense of humor, FRANCES
JOURNIGAN led the Junior class through a
super year . . . The year was high-lighted by
many social affairs planned by vivid PHYLLIS
GIRARD, as Social Chairman . . VicePresident was helpful BARBARA CHANDLER.. . Treasurer WINI SAUNDERS was a
competent watcher of purse-strings . . . BETTY
STANLEY served as a secretary who was
classed as one of the best.

mahin il Ian ...
This year's Junior Class had a very eventful
year, which opened first with their Class Party,
beginning at the Roxy Theater, ending with
dancing and food galore at Treva Borough's
home. A Hobo Party, which included a Hamburger Bake, gave vent to the urge to 'dress
down' and was full of fun as could be
expected.

Record Dance at Moose Hall

A Big Bite

The second semester found the Class of '47
busy as usual, an after-the basketball-game
dance being sponsored by the class, and true
of all the Junior activities, was a success. Not
to be forgotten was their 'production for Convocation, where they joined with the Seniors,
coming forth with a memorable creation. The
interesting social year was brought to a close
with an active part in the arrangements for
the Senior Prom.

and thi

Presiding over the class of '46 for the first semester was
KAY THOMAS, as vice president, outstanding music student.
Second semester veteran MEL PRICE stepped in to carry on as
senior prexy . . . Assisting were SHARMON HAWLEY, efficient in the secretarial position, lilceable BETTY KIMBER, who
handled the finances, and HELEN DRESCHER, to whose
credit a series of interesting social events of picnics, musicales,
dinners, plays, were planned, making this final year at the Alma
Mater a memorable one.
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ever loyal

Phyllis Adams
Physical Education

Barbara Baker
Education

Violet Bakuen
Physical Education

Jim Bandy
English

Marjorie Bennett
Religion-Education

Merle Bensinger
Psych-Phil

Car! Bishop
S oc-Econ

Rena Brownell
Physical Education

Anita Bryan
Physical Education
Lynette Butler
Education
Helen Carlson
Home Economics

Ruth Castle
Music-Psych
Pat Cattanach
History
Barbara Cook
Home Economics

Kenneth DeTilla
Math-Physics
Evelyn Dimond
Sociology
Helen Drescher
Home Ec-Psych

Margaret DuBroy
Music
Art Eddy
Physical Education
John Edwards
Physical Education

.
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Willard Gibson
Physical Education
Shirley Hays
Physical Education

Mary Ewy
Home Economics

Paul Fancher
Music

Jacqueline Foster
Education

Shirley Freeburg
Biology

ft

Llwellyn Griffith
Sociology
Rozella Hazleton
Sociology
Erna Hughes
P. E.-Psych

Janet Haig
Biology

Martha Jo Harrison
English

S harmon Hawley
History

Mary Henderson
Home Ec

Madolyn Hickman
History

Art Hobson
English

Colleen Huntington
P. E.-Psych

Ruth Hutchinson
Psychology

Marjorie James
Sociology

Dorothea Kidwell
Religion

Betty Kimber
Sociology

L05 Laughlin

History

after four yeari...

Pete Lee
Psych-Econ-Hist

Ruth Leger
Physical Education

Lois Little
Sociolog y

Jean Ann McGillivrae
Education

Mel Price
Econ-Psych-Hist

William Prichard
Philosophy

Marilyn Record
Child Dev-Psych

Betty Sterritt
Chemistry

Lois Slaughter
History
Cecelia Snapp
History
Martha Stagis
Physical Education
John Spitler
Phil-Psych

Phil McQuown
English
Lois Norclahl
Soc-Ps ych-Rel
Jacl Oberclorf
Economics
Marjorie Pederson
Mathematics

Ormon Reynolds
Physical Education
Mae Scott
Biology
Marjorie Searle
Music
Lola Mae Sharar
History and Gov't
&/

.-,
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Keith Wal
P. E.-Psy

7\.Jig
Mary \
Phil-Soc-1

June Stevens
Education

Kathryn Thomas
Music

Harold Walker
Religion

Carol Weber
Physical Education

Billie Webb
History

Frances Webb
History

John Wood
Psychology

LaVerne Wyman
English

Dorothy Zeyen
Sociology

54eje ;ix
MARY WIGGIN
The conscientious and amiable President
of the A.S.W.C. and Palmer Society, Mary
was as lively as her red hair. Her ceaseless
service throughout college . . . Soseco
Chairman, a Sponsor . . . earned her membership in the Cap and Gown and Who's
Who...

ART EDDY
A Navy Lt. Commander in
the war, Art's dynamic and noticeably effective leadership
made him a strilcing personality
on campus. Athletically active,
he was the basicetball manager,
and on the baseball nine.

W Ive chose
C?

RENA TOPPING BROWNELL
Graciously and with modesty, Rena
has served the college in numerous capacities . . . class president . . . a valuable
asset to the Rally Committee . . . and a
member of the Sosecos . . . Quietly ambilious, she was included in the 'Who's
'Who and Cap and Gown.

im
MEL PRICE
Mel's unassuming and sincere manner was
exemplified in his fulfillment of the presidency
of the Franklin Society . . . Senior Class .
and A. M. S. . . . Mel was also a member of
the Poet basketball team.

s

top

j

MARTHA STAGIS
The able and industrious chairman of the
Sponsors, Martha was also the sparkling prexy
of the Athenians, a Who's Who member and
energetic Cap and Gowner... she also held the
office of vice president of the A. S. W. C.

PAT CAYFANACH
Generous with her time and
Pat charmingly presided over the
Her effervescent personality won
friends and a Who's Who rating
as a Cap and Gown membership.

energy.
A. W. S.
her many
as well

?/(Ie re5pec1ei

President Jones last year established himself as one of us. We
remembered him as a friendly man who had memories of being a
student here himself. As the year passed by we discovered that he
was setting a new pace for Whittier College.
This year we found that that new pace was to lead to an
unprecedented boost in the development of Whittier College. Due
to the unceasing efforts of President Jones we are to see the erection
of a new classroom building and two new dormitories.
As successful as he was in promoting the welfare of 'Whittier
College, he still found time to enter into our work and play . .
President Jones has proved himself capable, friendly, and efficient.
We may well be proud of him as one of our best presidents.

DR. SPENCER - Dean of Faculty -knownfor his friendliness and helpfulness
known
straightened out all troubles with ease. MR.
WHI'FIiiN - Librarian - back from military service . . . linguist . . . efficient. DR.
COFFIN - Director of Education - planned
our integrated courses . . . gave students able
advice . . presented well-planned courses.
DR. SMITH - Director of Summer School planned a well-rounded summer program .
enlivened the summer with his stories in

and t4i
MR. HOCKETT - Comptroller - had a big job to d0 this year and did it well
managed our funds with efficiency and dispatch. DR. SPAULDING - Registrar
—tackled problems of returning veterans . . . efficient . . . always helpful . . . capable.
MISS VERHULST - Dean of Women - solved many housing problems for students
counselor for the women. . . dynamic. . . taught us to think for ourselves. DR.
BALD WIN?—.Dean of Men-held greater responsibility because of the increased enrollment of men . . . counselor of new and prospective students.

lulled' Art,
We vei
Wandering into the art cottage, students
found MISS LAUGHLIN in charge. Her taste
inclined to modern living art, she presented many
timely exhibits. Learning to appreciate the arts
as they attempted their own creations, sophomores
in her fine arts course discovered latent talents as
they dabbled in finger-paint and carved up soap
cakes. Future teachers learned to use carpentry
tools as they prepared themselves to build projects
in elementary school. She presented a well
rounded program which demonstrated her own
artistic talent.

dtuca lion,

DR. COFFIN, director of the department,
and esteemed in educational circles, lectures on
the theory and philosophy of education, His
open-book tests always bring agitated leafing
through notes and the desperate hope—"the
answer must be in here somewhere!" .
MISS RICE, as the director of teacher's education, is a real personal friend to all and helps
with the securing of that first position. Her
story-telling class causes attentive listening, not
only to understand the descriptive technique, but
also to discover if the tale is going to end
happily...
The chuckles of DR. BALDWIN, his familiar
if you put your finger on a hot stove" example, and his
chalked sketches are well-known to all his students. The
leadership of his keen mind makes psychology a favorite
course.
11
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The Delta Phi Upsilon came to the Whittier Campus
with the Broadoak's students. With Jean Ann McGiIIivTae
as president, Marilyn Record, treasurer, Barbara Baker, secretary, and Miss Rice as advisor, the Grand Alpha Chapter
became an active group here. Emphasis was upon promotion
of professional attainments among the Kindergarten-Primary
education majors . . . A children's literature study group,
known as Hanamalaya, had an interesting year on our campus under the presidency of Lyn Record. Every woman
interested in child development was a member of this organization which introduces and reviews the newest b00k5 for
children.

ProaaloaL,
DR. DUTT'ON was one of the newer professors at
Whittier College this year. He taught several education
courses which proved very valuable to those in his classes.
Interested and kind advice proved him extremely helpful to
those who were working toward a career in education .
MISS BACON, charming supervisor of kindergarten practice teachers, was head teacher of the Broadoaks Nursery
School at Lydia Jackson. New this year, she readily gained
many friends among the students, who found her counsel
invaluable.

The English Department, which owes its unique
character to DR. UPTON and Significs, will always be in
our memories of 'Whittier College . . . Dr. Upton will be
remembered for his reading of Deirdre in Sophomore Social Science as well as for his explanation of metaphors in
Significs. He has played an important part in presenting
the integrated courses of Whittier College . . . MISS
FORSBERG—his able assistant—helped with presenting
Basic English as well as directing the student coaches on
how to teach the course . . . She was assisted by a number of able coaches—Mrs. Soberg, Dr. Charles Cooper,
Ted Chenney, Phil McQuowan, Martha Jo Harrison, Barbara Chandler, and Roth Witten.

t)raina,

DR. COOPER, Professor
of English and Director of
Poet Theater, typified the latter for Whittier College students by his ready wit and
discerning mind. Because of
a heavy teaching schedule
and work on a new book, he served
this year in the capacity of advisor and general supervising directoz. The actual direction and
production of the Poet Theater's many fine dramas was
handled by JIM HINSON, likeable teaching assistant,
whose humor and patience were pleasantly mingled with
the hard work. LA VERNE WYMANN, a senior student, lent valuable assistance in the productions.

Home Economics covers all phases of living
in the home—food preparation, clothing, financial and labor management, child care, caring
for people in institutions. DR. STEVENSEN,
head of the home economics department, is quite
capable in teaching food nutrition and economics
of the home . . . She is friendly and always
willing to lend a helping hand. . . MRS. POULSEN is right at home in her clothing, household
arts and methods of teaching classes . . . has
a neat personal appearance and an outstanding
personality to match.

Jiome econom icó,

The Home Economics Club, which gave
all those interested in the domestic sciences
an opportunity to join their interests, was
presided over by Jean Barnes. Handling
financial affairs was Nellie Jensen, while
Pat Thomas recorded the minutes. Guest
speahers enlightened the club members and
parties entertained. The following were
members of this organization: Nellie Jensen, Barbara Cook, Helen Drescher, Mary
Henderson, Mary Ewy, Darlene Sherrard,
Kathleen Cotulla, Beth Harrington, Jean
Barnes, Pat Thomas, Dr. Stevensen, and
Mrs. Poulsen.

Lan juaeo,
Our linguists found the study of French, German, and Spanish
more important than ever before, for through the knowledge of the
languages and people, comes international understanding. . . MISS
ANDERSON presented the
Spanish students not only
with the language, but the
customs, struggles, and ideals
of the neighbors to the 50th.
Her sincere interest in others
made her an exceptional
teacher . . . MISS ANDREWS conducted h e r
classes in French and German with her usual charm
and dignity. . . her library of
French and German literature, combined with her sympathetic presentations, promoted interest and appreciation.

Captivating and composed MARGARETHA LOHMANN, one of Southern
California's most prominent musicians, led the music department through another year
of enjoyable and outstanding musical activities. As head of the department, she
whole-heartedly gave of her exceptional musical ability and knowledge. Music majors,
under her watchful guidance, gained thorough understanding of music and all its aspects. Designed for the aesthetic enjoyment and appreciation of the community as well
as the college were the traditional Brahms and Bach Festivals. These outstanding concerts were presented on campus and at the 'Whittier Union High School, combined
with faculty and student artists. Students, faculty and alumni, throughout the year,
presented recitals featuring piano, violin, cello, voice, and ensemble work . . . The Poet
Musicales have been an important part in the well-integrated musical life on campus.
Meeting in the home of Miss Lohmann, music lovers got together bi-monthly for informal evenings devoted to music.

Effervescent and self-assured describes RUTH HAROLDSON, head of the
violin department. An outstanding musician and performer in her own right, Miss
Haroldson taught her students the art of the violin through her own artistry and vitality.
Her activities as a concert artist included a sonata recital with Margaretha Lohmann,
programs outside 'Whittier, and soloist with the Bach and Brahms Festivals. As director
of the WHITHER COLLEGE COMMUNITY ORCHESTRA, Ruth Haroldson
has enriched the musical life of the community and college by the presentation of four

very successful and outstanding orchestra concerts during the year. \?VeII-Irnown as a
dynamic conductor, she was not content with one such organization, but also directed
the Los Angeles Women's Symphony . . . Combining the talents of three excellent
musicians in the music department, the WHITTIER COLLEGE STRING TRIO
was formed by Carolyn Burns, violinist, Margaret DuBroy, pianist, and Catherine
Mills, cellist. All three are soloists in her own field. The Trio proved to be a very
popular group and presented lovely dinner music at the Victory Banquet in December.
Community programs as well as college functions were provided music by this organization.

app

MISS VAN DEMAN's sympathy and understanding encouraged many students in her
music theory, harmony, and soiffege classes .
cordial and precise. . . a 'Whittier graduate who
is a capable artist and instructor . . imparts to
her students some of her own flawless technique.

Coming from the Broadoalcs campus MISS LUCIA SMITH, charming, capable, and well-liked by all
who come in contact with her, taught
our prospective kindergarten and
primary teachers the art of music.
Instructor in music since 1929, she
has proved to be a generous advisor
and friend.

I.

atton

The music realm was enlarged by the concerts given in
Whittier at the High School by the LOS ANGELES PHILHARMONIC ORCHESTRA. Students and townspeople
got together and through their combined efforts five concerts
were given, which were sponsored by
the Whittier Philharmonic Artists Association, and, included broadcast,
symphonic programs, and recitals by
famous musicians. Among the orchestra's most noteworthy soloists were
EGON PETRI, well-known Dutch
pianist, ARTUR SCHNABEL, famed
Beethoven expert and authority. The
DON COSSACK CHORUS opened
the season. ALFRED WALLENSTEIN, as the orchestra's permanent
director, gave the music lovers of Whittier well-varied programs that appealed
to everyone.

The 'Women's Glee Club was
the newest musical group which
flourished under the direction of
Mr. Riddle this year. Boasting
twenty-five women, the activities
included day trips to surrounding
communities, convocation programs, Poet Theatre productions,
and a part in the Nth Annual
Bach Festival. . . The members of
the club were Mary Kubler, corresponding secretary, Barbara
Carstens, Claire Blumen, HenriEtta Smith, Elinor Dodd, Phyllis
Holt, Jean Hansen, Joanne Blumen, librarian, Gloria Kershner,
Jean Sanborn, Pat Payne, Janet
Brittan, Joy Branstedder, Jane
Longwell, president, Doris Hilton,
and Joan Clark. Phyllis Hunnicutt was recording secretary.

1_9n unLio,
Kay Thomas

Jack Burroughs

Iin Jin I
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After a forced lull in the activities during the war years, the A CAPPELLA
CHOIR has again resumed an almost full schedule this year. The end of the war also
brought an influx of service men to help balance the voice parts.. . Besides putting on a
Christmas program and singing in both the Seventh Annual Brahms Festival and the
Ninth Annual Bach Festival, the choir took several day trips in the spring . . . Credit
for a large measure of their success goes to MR. RIDDLE for his untiring direction and
guidance. The members of the choir are Norma Pruner, Marjorie Johnson, 'Winifred
Chaffee, Marjorie Bennet, treasurer, Colleen Huntington, Margaret DuBroy, corresponding secretary, Rozella Hazelton, Ruby Bell, Ruth Newman, Gloria Hull, librarian, Helen Tipton, Margaret Kimber, corresponding secretary, Marjorie Searle, president, Eugena 'Wallace, Doris Hilton, Shirley 'Werner, Betty Kimber, Jan Jurgens,
Maxine Murdy, Frances Warnock, Harry Martin, Monroe Leong, Paul Fancher, Bill
Wright, Bob Harper, Clark Stebbins, Harold Andrews, Lloyd Jones, Evan Jamieson,
Kay Eaby, Irving Rothblum, Ear! Francis, John LaRue, Gene Adams, Richard Haworth. Ken Beyer managed the business affairs.

Ph

y,jicai

The men's P. E. Department is ably headed by genial
"CHIEF" NEWMAN, Director of Athletics, who has made an
enviable reputation because of the league championships Whittier
College teams have won under his leadership, both in football and
baseball. The boys who have played under "Chief" relish coming
back to the campus. . . AUBREY BONHAM, Professor of Physical
Education, proved again this year his skill in producing good teams
and has the leadership in three sports. He
"knows all the angles" in basketball, trains the
speedsters in track, and many tennis players
owe their 5kII to his instruction. . . Our returning men will help bring us more winning
teams.

2tcation

MISS VERHULST, Director of the Women's Physical Education Department, was a
great source of help to many, with her dynamic
and arresting personality . . . MISS PROCHASKA, new this year, completely won the
women of the student body, who profited greatly
by her welcome' influence . . . MISS MOORE,
new this year, taught modern dance to 50h0mores.. . ELIZABETH GREEN, postgraduate,.
conducted Freshman classes. The P. E. majors
acting as coaches were Colleen Huntington,
Shirley Hays, Anita Runyon Bryan, Carol
Weber, Martha Stagis, Ruth Leger, Rena Topping Brownell, Vi Balcuen, Shirley Roberts,
Maxine Murdy and Kati Hudspeth.

DR. EVANS, kind and understanding in his capacity of Professor of Religion has offered much guidance and inspiration to all those who know him.
DR. FOLGER, minister of the First
Friend's Church presented an additional
course this year entitled "Friend's History
and Doctrine" in his characteristically
witty and sincere manner.
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The CHAPEL COMMITTEE, under the guiding influence of Dr. Pyle has brought
the student body an enjoyable variety of chapel speakers and programs. Chapels have included men of all walks of life and beIiefsincIuding several of our professors and students.
DR. VERE V. LOPER, pastor of the Congregational Church near the University of
California at Berkeley was our guest for Religious Emphasis Week. Living at Wardman
Ha!!, Dr. Loper became better acquainted with the "Whittier family' ',_and through his lectures and chats became a favorite of all of us. Chairman of the Religious Emphasis Committee was Dr. Evans.

Affiliated with the national Y. M. C. A. and Y. W. C. A. the Student Christian Association effectively emphasized Christian living on campus. The genial, informal group meetings afforded many opportunities for new students to make acquaintances. Under the co-chairmanship of Violet Bakuen and Dwight Packard first semester, replaced by Clarence Cravatt, the second semester,
the group niet for discussions on national, international,
and community questions. Distinguished speakers including some among our own faculty, spoke on current topics
of interest. The S. C. A. was active in Christian Emphasis 'Week and numerous social activities throughout the
year.
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The Sociology Department, which included Economics, was brilliantly chairmanned by likeable DR. SPAULDING. His capability
was exemplified in his meaningful delivery of Lectures in Economics and
in Sociology.
New to our campus this year was DR. POLLARD, as the Professor of Economics. Dignified and yet sincerely friendly, his willingness to lend a 'helping hand' to baffled students was truly appreciated.

Organized for and by the students whose interest lay in youth
work, the 'Y' Club had an active year. LEW GRIFFITH presided
at regular luncheon meetings which were held, often with guest
speakers. CLARENCE CRAVATT filled the position of secretary
Those members in the 'Y' Club were Clarence Cravatt, Lloyd
Jones, Beverly Ricks, BobWright,Jack Patton, Leonard Crofoot, Gene
Cochran, Helen Harper, Gordon Crowell, Phebe Evans, Bob Ritter,
Roth Brown, John Hellerich, Margie Frank, Ken Beyer, and Justin
Fair.
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Experience and understanding made
MR. HENDERSON very competent and
well qualified to serve as Professor of Sociology. Under his professorship were
several applied courses in Y. M. C. A.
training, and also education majors as well
as those in Sociology came under his
influence.

Frankness and genuine interest in
others were characteristic of MR. 'WHITE,
who was in charge of the counseling- group.
He gave our veterans invaluable and patient vocational guidance.

Challengingly, MR. PATTON presented his interesting lectures in Sociology.
He didn't limit himself to lecturing, alone,
either, for students found his welcome mat
was always out.

Socia.

Known to students as "Happy Harry", DR. NERHOOD
was an amiable Santa Claus when he wasn't working at his
heavy schedule of classes. Freshmen in his Social Science
class found that his sparkling wit enlivened the
subject, of kings, serfs, war and peace. Noted
for his unique approach to the subject, he utilized
such things as emblems, impressions, and the
Randal museum. He presented his other courses
such as Latin American History in an equally
interesting manner. Morris Padia and Mary
Atkins were capable assistants and coaches.

S?Cience
Parrington found a fluent interpreter in DR.
SMITH. Pacing the platform as he presented his
points, he put them over in an interesting and humorous manner. His
Constitution class was noted .
students came away from his classes
knowing more than they thought
there was to know. He was assisted
by coaches Willa KIug, Sharmon
Hawley, and Gene Cochran.

Students interested in mathematics found
DR. PYLE an able teacher. He could explain everything from the duodecimal system
to the relativity theory in a comprehensible
manner . . . Besides heading the mathematics
department, he instructed Freshmen in astronomy and the theory of numbers. They remember him for the evening trip to look at
the moon as well as his presentation of deductive reasoning. He was well assisted by
Marge Pederson, Beverly Barker, and Kenneth DeTilla, who coached physical science...
Among new additions to the instructing staff,
was MR. MILLER, head of the Physics department. With his dynamic personality, he got his classes off
to a fast start . . . students were kept on their toes by his vigorous
approach. . . presenting physics in a brilliant and concise manner,
with humor, he made his classes some never to be forgotten.
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The Chemistry Department this year was of
increasing interest. The enlarged enrollment of men
made the competition keener and stronger. DR.
NE\'VSOM, as head of the department, presented
classes in his usual likeable and interesting manner,
keeping his lectures in step with the new scientific
developments, and impressing the students with the
coming Atomic Age. Together with Miss James, he
made labs an enjoyable, as well as a practical, experience. Students working in the lab found they could
rely on his assistants—Betty Sterritt, Catherine Mills,
Jackie Clarkson, and Betty McKinnon for equipment
and information.
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When you go into the Biology department you step into a new world of
plant and animal life. . . The faculty teachers were DR. SPENCER, the
head of the department, amusing DR. HEMING, and genial LOIS JAMES,
who always managed to keep the department lively. Student assistants were
Janet Haig, Mae Scott, and Priscilla Timberlake, life science; Shirley Elliot,
Botany lab; Shirley Plummer, bacteriology, and Margaret Smith, laboratory
Afternoon tea was served on Tuesdays in the so-called parlor to lend a
social aspect. . . The whole department planned several exciting trips during
the yearto the mountains between semesters, and a small group to Mexico
the second semester.

Dr. Heming
Dr. Spencer
Miss James

ELEANOR McGEE who served well as Dean
Spencer's secretary last year, took on the additional job
this year as directing callers to Miss Verhulst and Dr.
Baldwin. . . BEN WHITTEN returned to the Whittier
family the second semester after serving in the armed
forces, and took over his former post as Librarian. Together with MRS. KRAMER, his assistant, the library
was efficiently and smoothly managed . . . Increased
registration put a heavier load on the entire staff, but
they still served faithfully and well. MRS. BALDWIN, as assistant registrar, answered to cries of 'Section Card, please" or "Could I have my grades" fulfilling all requests in a pleasant manner. MRS. HINSHA\\7, head of the Placement Bureau, put round
pegs in the proper holes. Cadet teachers were thankful for her help.

54b competent
Attending all ills, DR. BARMORE divided
his time at school between the infirmary and bed
patients. His visits and that of his assistant MRS.
FARNUM made it pleasant to be sick . . . Bill
payers found it a pleasure to visit comptroller's assistants, MISS HAIG and MISS FERGUSON.
Requests to cash a check, or money to settle accounts were met with equal friendliness.

MRS. DALLAS ran the General
Office in an efficient manner. She was
helpful no matter whether students
wanted stamps or mimeographed
copies of ballots. Her assistant, LOIS
COCHRAN was charming and fun to
know.

Vall
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MRS. RAMSEY served as head housekeeper
with Sadie Baze and Suzanne Freymond as
housekeepers, faithfully keeping our dorms spic
and span. . . MR. RAMSEY was Superintendent
of the grounds, with Mr. Hundley, Mr. Cooper, Mr.
Coffee, Mr. England, Mr. Johnson and Mr. Overholt helping to keep the campus beautiful and wellcared for. . . Ben Hamilton, the Building Superintendent, also had the job of mailman, which made
him popular with all of the students.

erveci ui well

Lending her charm and dignity to our Campus
Inn, MRS. DAVIDSON continued in her position
as hostess. MRS. O'HERRON efficiently managed the Inn, while the following prepared the
meals: Mrs. Preston, Mrs. Jobe, Mrs. Trueblood,
Mrs. England, Mrs. Miller, Mrs. Nielson, Mrs.
Gill, Mrs. Pearson, and Mrs. Brown.

We'v
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Our
Competently backing up Mary was
Vice-President MARTHA STAGIS;
under her chairmanship the Student Executive Committee functioned smoothly.

vol
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MARY WIGGIN's quiet, efficient
guidance over student body affairs this
past year gives ample proof of her executive ability and outstanding personality.

With characteristic zeal, KATI HUDSPETH stepped into the vacancy left by Evelyn
Saver and took the minutes for the student body this year . Treasurer MARGE PEDER. Out of
SON capably handled the 10b of counting dollars and cents for the student body
proportion with her diminutive size are PHEBE EVANS' enthusiasm and drive in managing
DWIGHT PACKARD acted as
Whittier's many social activities during '45 and '46
Athletic Representative, presenting the men's point of view on Student Executive problems.

Congratulations are in order for MAXINE
MURDY for her expert job of heading the Acropolis
staff this year . . . BOB GREGORY, a prominent
junior on campus this past year, was responsible for
the weelcly publication of the Qualcer Campus.

theie óluclen I exec

Upholding sophomore views on the Executive Committee was Soseco LOIS
TOPPING, always ready and willing to work and help. . . Representing the junior
class, as well as performing countless other services for Whittier College, was Who's
Who member MARTHA JO HARRISON ... SHARMON HAWLEY,
serene, efficient senior, president of the Mets, voiced opinions for her class on the
Student Executive Committee. . . RENA TOPPING BROWNELL, busy senior
and Cap and Gowner who can always find time to d0 more, ably performed her
duties as Women's Representative.

h0 planned

L. to R.—M. Murdy, L. Topping, M. Moriarity, J. Patton, P. Evans, M. Perkins, S. Hawley, B. Ritter, L. Anderson, B. Stanley, M. Pederson, P. Girard, M. Stagis, B.
Gregory, C. Hudspeth, B. Wright, B. Chandler, M. J. Harrison, J. Hull, R. Brownell, M. \A1iggin.
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A forerunner of a full social calendar for 194546, FALL FANTASY ushered in Whittier College's winter activities . . . Many new faces and
couples were in evidence at this first student body
dance of the year, and all danced gaily to the
music of Bob Nixon with appropriate autumn
decorations . . Men from Santa Ana Army Air
Base were invited to increase the stag line.

nd JUomecominq
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Whittier College students and faculty
proudly welcomed their alumni back to the
campus for annual Homecoming Day. The
former students were entertained with society luncheons, faculty teas, a Poet Theater play, dinner, and finally, an all-school
dance.
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Old Saint Nicic made his annual visit to the Whither
College Student Body in Mendenhall on December 11.
There to greet him with caroling, music, story-telling, and
refreshments were Pres. and Mrs. Jones and three hundred members of the student body.

came next

The music was the best in the nation, the wintry decorations were definitely in the Christmas spirit, the refreshments
added to the evening's enjoyment, and
the intermission program was pronounced successful at the student body
record dance. . . "WINTER WONDERLAND" after the San DiegoWhittier basketball game.

We cheeped loadly

School spirit is a yelling thing and
the energetic rallies sponsored by
Rena Topping and her Rally Committee proved, it. Anticipating the
game that was usually scheduled
soon afterwards, the rallies gave a
good chance to scream "W-H" and
sing "See Our Banners" for the
morale of our Poet team. Skits, introduction of players, words from the
coach, yells, songs, lots of noise and
funthese meant a rally at Whittier.
;

Under the direction of the faculty,
convocations each Tuesday offered
an occasion for the student body to
come together to hear able speakers
or talented artists. Prominent men
of many fieIdsreIigion, politics,
business - spoke, their speeches
stimulating alert thinking on our part or gifted artists presented
programs for our lasting enjoyment. In the Whittier way,
convocations helped in our building of a full life.
Dr. W. Ballentirie Henley
Dr. Lewis Evans

Vave
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L. to R.—Brownell, Hagler,
Kimber, Topping, Thomas
Cook Stagis, Christoffersen, Donat.
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PAT CATTANACH, the friendly and hard-working president of the Associated Women Students, along with her excellent officers made up the executive committee . . . Planning and organizing
the A. W. S. meetings, was FRANCES JOURNIGAN's job, as Vice-President . . . The minutes of
each meeting were carefully kept by BOBBIE JONES, with the finances handled by ANNA STANFIELD.

Culminating four years of service to
Whittier College, these outstanding women
have worthily achieved the coveted Cap
and Gown membership. . . MARTHA
STAGIS - quietly efficient, friendly,
Athenian president. . . MARY WIGGIN
competent A. S. W. C. president, Soseco
cliairman, member of S. C. A., Palmer
Prexy... PAT CATTANACH—personable, ever-smiling, Soseco, A. W. S. president.. . RENA TOPPING BROWNELLcharmingly proficient, Soseco, class
president, rally committee member.

Under the apt leadership of Lois Topping the Sosecos assisted at
college functions this year with their traditional enthusiasm and pep.
The honored members included Margaret Baldwin, Social Chairman,
Eileen Bennetts, Secretary, Dot Newberry, Treasurer, Shirley Tangeman,
Alice Robinson, Jackie Clarkson, Gloria Schwabland De Vries, Mimi
Freeborn, Margaret Miller, Laurel Meyer, Betty Ternquist, Bobbie Jones,
Mary Alice Marshall, Joyanne Hull, Yvonne Land, Darlene Sherrard,
Rae Cervantes, Mary Lee, Margaret Healton, and Lois Stevenson.

The sponsors are: W. Saunders.
P. Evans, M. J. Harrison, C.
Hudspeth, M. James, B. Kimber,
M. Stagis, F. Journigan, B. Sterritt, R. Brownell, C. Snapp, S.
Hawley, M. Wiggin, B. Cook,
K. Thomas, M. Henderson, J.
Longwell, and M. Ewy.
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Among the many activities that the Associated Women Students sponsored last
year were the 'Wednesday afternoon teas. These offered a chance at the end of the day
to relax and chat over a cup of tea in the lounge at Plainer. The Cap and Gown began a series of discussions at these teas concerning such problems as smoking and wearing slacks on campus . . . Four of the outstanding convocation meetings were, a Fashion Show, introducing the cabinet members who modeled stylish campus clothes, a Red
Cross speaker who told of his experiences in Alaska. Mrs. Jones spoke of the famous
Whittier College Women, and at the beginning of 'rushing', the women were informed
of the rules . . . The A. W. S. event of the year was the Poetess Prom, with the theme
"SKYLINE SERENADE", carried out with appropriate and
clever decorations. Lloyd Saba and his Esquires provided music
for the evening. It was truly a gala affair, with swirling skirts,
soft lights, and dreamy, danceable music.
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The AMS regained its prominence on campus
by the ever-increasing membership. They were
guided by Prexy JOE WADDINGTON for the
first semester. Efficiently aiding Joe in his work
was CLARENCE CRAVATT as vice-president
also contributing to the cabinet was BOB
RITTER in capacity Of treasurer . . . fun-loving
JOHNNIE SEEMANN was responsible for guiding the men through a semester of social activities
such as Men's Week, Hayride, and Barn Dance.
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The Knights, a group which has long been
dormant, reorganized the second semester
under the leadership of Mel Price and Dr.
Baldwin. Members were chosen who had high
scholastic standing, had the ability to work
cooperatively, and were willing to give time
to a srvice organization. Buck Patterson
acted as a capable President, living up to
the Knightly ideals. Ronnie Miller made an
efficient Vice-President. Bob Colgrove performed the duties of Secretary-Treasurer in a
worthy manner.

The second semester saw a new high for the
Associated Men Students. Quadrupled in
numbers, the A.M.S. began to act and put
itself back in a prominent place on the college
calendar. Planning new activities and seeking for a unifying spirit, the officers of the second semester had to be of high caliber. MEL
PRICE, that slow-spoken man with the
friendly grin, made a President who was one
of the best. PHIL McQUOWN, that satirical columnist, filled well the shoes of a VicePresident, and kept the organization on its
toes. LARRY SHIELDS was the hard working fellow who held clown the SecretaryTreasurer's

with
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1st row—B. Giguette, B.
Wright, E. Cochran.
2nd row—B. Ritter, A.
Eddy.

We created
With the ever constant cry for an artist, the staff finally procured
several talented students on campus . . . Vivian Sprague and Margaret
Baldwin did original end-sheets and 'Warren Earl designed the cover and
drew the 'Peter Poets' which are seen all through the book . . . a vote of
thanks for his help goes to Ear! George who
assisted in doing layouts as did Mary Kubler...
Staff secretary, June Rogers Oury, had the big
0b of typing copy . . . The students writing
copy were Jean Dickey, Wanda Gossen, Betty
Johnson, Elinore Dodd, Gretchen KIug, Isy
Mitchell, Joan Folger, Phyllis Hunnicutt, Mary
Lou Dunman, and Bob Wright.

earooh—

but
many tedious tasks
Many hours of work .
at last the annual is out for all of you to see and thumb
through to find your pictures at the dances, games and
Were it not for the diligent work of
organizations
MAXINE MURDY... editor. . . and her capable staff
. . the job would have been impossible . . . MARTHA
•
JO HARRISON and assistant WINI SAUNDERS
made it possible to finish the year with money in the bank
. . JOYANNE HULL proved an invaluable aid as man•
aging editor in scheduling pictures, and with her two assistants . . . Henri Etta Smith and Pat Thomas . . . all details were handled with efficiency . . . At times the life
of the copy editor . . . JANE LONGWELL . . • was
down right miserable when deadlines had to be met, but
she always got that last line written . . . BETTE PAULSEN, content editor, certainly helped a lot in getting facts
and writing copy . . We like her poetry on the endsheets.
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Getting the news and writing it up was a
0b well clone by the Quaker Campus staff.
Because of the reporters' dilligence in getting
assignments in, the paper each week was filled
with vital, up-to-the-minute items . . . Those reporters pictured are Gloria Walls, Bud Knox,
Lloyd Jones, Margaret Kimber, Sally Andress,
Helene Lawson, Gloria Kershner, Nancy
Youngs, Martha Hyatt, Margaret Miller, Isy
Mitchell, Hazel Huist, Eileen Bennetts, Barbara
Hagler, Jean Belt.
PHYLLIS GIRARD was directly over the
staff in her capacity of managing editor. Assigning the various news stories and in carrying
out her other duties as second-in-command,
Phyllis proved her efficiency and dependability
•
. . Business manager, PHEBE EVANS'
direction of the solicitation of advertisers, the
budget, and all other financial matters concerned
with the Q. C. resulted in a smooth running
newspaper.

ewipa/ier.

In charge of the publication of
the Quaker Campus was editor
BOB GREGORY. His alert
leadership and supervision resulted in a paper each week that
competently reported campus happenings, expressed student opinion and stimulated student thinking..
DOROTHY NEWBERRY during the first semester was the efficient society editor; MARGARET MILLER assumed the position in the spring.

Feature editor A U D R E Y
CASSELMAN's page provided
a direct opportunity for student
expression. P o e m s, cartoons,
"Quaker Doii's", and various
other features and articles appeared there . . . Keen interest in
athletics was evident in the dynamic sports page. Sports editor
BOB WRIGHT and his successor Bob Ritter led this reporting
and commenting on the Poet Sport
Season.

ave merited applattie—

Sitting in the audience we are apt to forget
just how much work goes on behind the scenes.
Our commendable productions this season
couldn't have been without . . . the ever-busy
stage craft classes, competent technical and
stage managers, an artistic make-up outfit, extensive costuming department and manager, not
forgetting the all-important prompters.
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"Ta-ra-ra-boomde.ay"
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The overture beginning the program,
and entertaining between the acts were furnished by Shirley Roberts, Marge Lewis,
and Carolyn Burns. A typical gay nineties
olio was "Take Back Your Engagement
Ring, Jack," presented by Crystal Wall,
Winnie Chaffee, and Helen Sanborn.
The Can-can Ladies Lent variety to the
program with "Ta-ra-ra-boomdeaye". The
gallery was kept in an uproar by the adlibbing artistry of Ken Beyer and Jim Gregory, who sang "Get Away from Those
Swingin' Doors," and generally corned up
the act to a professional degree;

"There may be some good left in a 'Ticket-of-Leave Man' after all.

re

J1nnocent

Convict"

"THE CASE OF THE INNOCENT CONVICT", a
)lay in four acts, by Tom Taylor, is an old time melodrama, was
)resentd by the Poet Theatre on November 2 and 3 for homeoming. Typical of the old times were the entertainment inermission olios.
Jim Hinson was director, and Dr. Charles W. Cooper was
upervising director.
CAST
May Edwards
Bob Brierly
Jack Dalton
Melter Moss
Hawshaw
Mrs. 'Willoughby
Sam Willoughby
Mr. Gibson
1st Party
2d Party
Maltby
Defective

Alva Rylee
Dave Henley
John Seemann
Bob Ritter
Ken Beyer
Marie Nordstrom
Jean Dickey
Jim Gregory
Gordon Crowell
Bill Dolph
Bob Wright
Gene Clapper

"She is More to Be Pitied
Than Censured"

"I've only to breathe the words jail-bird, and there's no need for a discharge."

"If we had wings Like birds, where would we fly?"

"In the innermost chamber of my soul was
stored the Love I have for you."
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"The Cradle Song", by Gregoria and Maria Martinez-Sierra, a tender
and moving story of life in a convent, was the Christmas-time production of
Poet Theatre December 6, 7, and 8.
The production was directed by James L. Hinson and supervised by
Dr. Charles W. Cooper.
CAST
Jeanne McGuire
Mistress of Novices
Beverly June Ware
Prioress
Sister Marcella - - - Betty Stanley
Phyllis Holt
Vicaress
Sister Inez - - - - Virginia Jessup
Sister Joanna of the Cross - - - Alice Robinson
Sister Sagrario Alva Rylee
Sister
Mary
of
Jesus
Jim
Gregory
Doctor
Jacqueline Bowen
Margaret Kimber
Teresa
- - Helen Sanborn
Sister Tornera
Ken Beyer
Antonio

Beverly June 'Ware, in her first role in Poet Theatre, gave a moving portrayal of the kind and understanding Prioress. The Vicaress, well played
by Phyllis Holt, was a stern and bitter character part. Jim Gregory as the
witty, sarcastic doctor, Alva Rylee as the sweet, loving Joanna of the Cross,
and Margaret Kimber and Ken Beyer as the lovers, Teresa and Antonio,
turned in splendid performances.

"These sisters, who have been mothers to
you, have been daughters to me."

"The Lord has entrusted to us an angel, and we must return
to him a saint. Watch and pray."

a

"I wish we could get out of here and never come back."

"For such lies it gives broken
crock pieces in your face!"

"And I says to Mister, ain't it a shame?"

j

Sponsored by The Acropolis, "PAPA IS ALL" by Patterson
Greene made for itself an outstanding place in the annals of Whittier
College Poet Theater. Humorous dialect and a dynamic plot were
combined with brilliant and convincing acting to present a memorable
production.
Jim Bandy's portrayal of the tyrannical Mennonite Papa Aucamp
was superb, as was that of Phyllis Holt as the simple Mama Aucamp.
In the roles of the rebellious son and daughter were Dave Cady and
Jackie Bowen, while Barbara Male cleverly interpreted the gossip, Mrs.
Yoder, and Ralph Hilbert in the role of the policeman.
CAST
Papa Aucamp
Mama Aucamp
Emma
Jake
Mrs. Yoder
Policeman

•
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have to come with me, now, Aukamp!"

Jim Bandy
Phyllis Holt
Jackie Bowen
Dave Cady
Barbara Male
Ralph Hubert

-Arm.
Under the direction of Jim Hinson,
the play, "Arms and the Man," b
George Bernard Shaw was brought to
perfection. This sophisticated satire of
the military held the audience entranced for three performances with its
sparlciing hum'or. The story, which
was later adapted by Strauss as the
"Chocolate Soldier," is set in a small
Bulgarian town in the late nineteenth
century. It is a story of the foibles of
an army family.

"I, Raina Petkoff, tell lies!"

my chocolate cream soldier."

anal the 7///an
CAST
Raina

-

Catherine

-

Louka

-

Nicola

-

Sergius
Officer

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Margaret Kimber

-

-

Robert Harper
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Jan Jurgens

Ken Beyer
- - - LaVerne Wyman

- - -

-

-

-

-

Bluntschui

Petkoff

-

James Bandy
John Seemann

-

Hershel Anton

"You're witty as well as pretty.

"Why the young lady doesn't even know if I'm married."

W lie lotnecl
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An integral part of life here at Whittier College
this year was social activity. Without it, our year
would have been lacking something . . . that Whittier spirit of friendliness and comradeship, afforded
only by enjoyment of work and leisure, alike, with
fellow students. Communal dorm living, with those
super-colossal 'spreads', occasional impish pranks,
(room stacking), fun-packed dorm parties and mixers
furnished an essential for a richer college experience.
For those who lived off-campus, the societies, eight in
number, offered memorable fellowship in the form of
gala affairs . . . parties with all the trimmings, rush
parties, initiations of pledges, not to forget the bimonthly meetings. Yes, the Whittier family' spirit
reigned this year!
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WOMEN'S INTER-SOCIETY
COUNCIL
1st row—J. Longwell, K. Thomas, S.
Hawley, B. Webb
2nd row—C. Snapp, M. Marshall, S.
Freeburn, M. Wiggin
3rd row—M. Harrison, R. Topping, P.
Cattanach
Those not pictured M. Stagis, and E.
Diamond.
MEN'S IN IiR-SOCIETY COUNCIL
A. Eddy, J. Groot, Dr. Baldwin, A. Hobson, P. Fancher, C. Hulse, M. Padia,
M. Price.

Atheniaw,

Phyllis Adams
Bobbie
Jean Barnes
Christoffersen
Jackie Clarkson
Martha Jo Harrison Frances Journigan
Betty Pierson
Alice Robinson

Eileen Bennetts
Barbara Cook
Venetia Kinasz
Mae Scott

Treva Borough
Gloria De Vries
Helene Lawson
Martha Stagis

Reesa Bottorff
Helen Drescher
Mary Lee
Betty Stanley

Rena Brownell
Margaret DuBr
Yvonne Lund
Betty Sterritt

PRESIDENTS
Martha Jo Harrison
Martha Stagis

Anita Bryan
Pat Cattanach
PLEDGES

Phebe Evans
Mary Ferguson
Mimi Freeborn

Laurel Meyer
Marilou Moriarity
Finsa Moses
Maxine Murdy

Hope Stickney
Caroline Burns
Vivian Fallis
Betty Johnson
Virginia Jessup
Carolyn Broady
Phyllis Hunnicutt
Barbara Hagler
Joan Folger
Helen Shutt
Janet Brittain
Jean Belt
Marie Nordstrom
Virginia Blank
Yvette Houze
Lois Riley
Jackie DeVries
Joan Bell
Joy Branstetter
Dorothy Crookshanlc

Betty Ternquist
Lois Topping
Gloria Walls
Carol Weber
Dorothy Zeyen

PLEDGES
Jackie Bowen
Phyllis Holt
Laura Jones
Lois Anderson
Barbara Carstens
Earline Vite
Mary Kubler
Peggy Anderson
Margaret Glass
Jean Ann McGillivrae
Marilyn Record
Jean Culp
Shirley Plummer
Beverly Ricks
Bev Downing
Nancy Youngs
Jo Anne Nordstrom
Barbara Male
Hazel Hulst
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Sally Andress
Barbara Baker
Violet Bakuen

Marjorie Bennett
Audrey Casselman
Rae Cervantes

Millie Donat
Joan Diem

Shirley Freeburg
Phyllis Girard
Sharmon Hawley

Shirley Hays
Maclolyn Hickman
Loisjeanne Lusk
Betty McKinnon

Marge Pederson
Marilyn Reade
Janice Ridges
Alva Kime

Wini Saunders
Margaret K. Smith
Carolyn Tinker
Ruth Witten

PRESIDENTS
Shirley Freeburg
S harmon Hawley

a

Margaret Baldwin
Beth Harrington
Joyanne Hull

Ruth Castle
June Hart
Marge James

Barbara Chandler
Margaret Healton
Barbara Jones

Pa
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Florence Davis
Mary Henderson
Zilpha Keatley
Margaret Miller
Bette Paulsen

0

PRESIDENTS
Cecelia Snapp
Mary Wiggin

Helen Harpe
Erna Hughe
Betty Kimbe
Arlene Mitch
Joan PerIdn

Pat Slagle
Lois Stevenson
Kay Wedemeyer

Cecelia Snapp
Shirley Tangeman
Mary Wiggin

Anna Stanfield
Kay Thomas
Marion Wood

PLEDGES
Shirley Werner
Winnie Chaffee
Ruth Brown
Henri Etta Smith
Winnie Schroeder
Margaret Kimber
Marygene Marshburn
Pat Thomas
Helen Tipton
Conietta McCulley
Betty Menke
Carley Davis
Jean Sanborn
Pat Parker

Lois Little
leanette Nelson
Margie Searle

Jane Longwell
Dorothy Newberry
Darline Sherrard
Margie Finley

Ann Bauman
Margie Frank

Virgirfia Bentley
Wanda Gossen

Evelyn Dimond
Janet Haig

Evelyn Denslow
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PRESIDENTS
Billie Webb, Evelyn Diamond

Bea Howard
Colleen Huntington Dorothea Kidwell
Elaine Louth
Mary Alice Marshall Norma Pruner
Frances Warnock
Frances Webb
Billie Webb

Lois Kruse
Joan Smith
PLEDGES
Gloria Kershner
Nellie Jensen
Jean Hansen
Mary Lou Dunman
Martha Hyatt
Dorothy Simpicins
Harriet Curtis

PRESIDENT
Mel Price

PLEDGES
Bob Wright
Bob MacLean
Justin Fair
Harvey Pederson
Ronnie Miller
Chuck Gray
Clifford Duke
Lloyd Thompson

Don Butler
Mel Price

Charles Hulse
Larry Shields

Everett Hunt
John Wood

Jrctnh1n j,

Carl Bishop
Willard Morgan

Warren Earl
Morris Padia

Bruce Giguette
Buck Patterson

Bob Gregory
Malcom Perkins

Phil McQuown
Johnnie Seemann

Z
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PLEDGES
Bob Harlan
Dave Henley
Gordon Crowell
Ken Beyer
Bill McFarland
Joe Gualano

PRESIDENT
Morris Padia

Cuff Cole
Art Eddy
Willard Gibson

Sid Hendricks
Art Hobson
Jack Oberclorf

Bud Reynolds
Bob Stull
Gail Walker
Keith Walton

Ordogroniaw,
PRESIDENT
Art Eddy

LU
PLEDGES
Dean Hull
Bill Moore
Bob Ritter

Pete Lee
Lee McWilliams
Tom Alderson

PRESIDENT
Paul Fancher

PLEDGES
Fred Dukes
Merle Bensinger
Bill Wright
James House

and William Penn-i

Jack Burroughs
Gene Cochran
Clarence Cravatt

Paul Fancher
Jim Gregory
John Groot
Russell Heck

0 0 0

An integral part of life at 'Whittier, the "House-mother" makes her
dorm a real home for the students
living there, and is always ready
with sympathetic and interested
counsel . . . Mrs. Davidson is PIatner's hostess; Mrs. Williams,
Wardman; Mrs. Currier, Crestwood; Mrs. Stout, Eariham; Mrs.
Watson, Bolte; Mrs. Runyon, Newlin; and the Way Hall men have as
their "House-mother", Ted Chenney.
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lived in

The four block walk didn't daunt the thirty-four women, the majority of whom were Freshmen, who
lived in modern Newlin Hall. Lively dorm parties and a trip to Padua Hills were part of the fun at Newlin. Shirley Roberts was acting Chairman, with an Executive Committee made up of Carolyn Burns,
Roth Helm, Isabel Mitchell, Carol Rittgers, and Lizabeth Ross. The second semester Louise Taylor
served in the capacity of President.

1st row - C. Warren, B.
Johnson, H. Tipton, C.
Burns, V. Fallis, C. Thiele,
L. Taylor, H. Furlow, J.
Brittain, B. Howard, R.
Helm, F. Peterson, V. Jessup, J. Hammond, J. Belt,
B.Ricics, B. Male, M. Hart.
2nd row—B. Rosenhain, A.
Jacobs, J. Hanson, E. Soloman, I. Mitchell, A. Wong,
C. Rittgers, E. Rossi, H.
Tsurudo, S. Roberts, Mrs.
P. Takahash, M.
Schwartz, R. Newman.

The beautiful dignity of Platner Lounge where campus teas are held, doesn't inhibit the fun enjoyed by the women of Plainer Hall. Mary Henderson, the President,
and Reesa Bottorff, the Social Chairman, planned many pleasant and festive evenings
before the blazing fireplace.
1st row—C. Carlson, R. Rayne, J. Bowen, P. Girard, M. Kubler, E. Louth, L. Johnson, R. Bottorff,
C. Weber, Y. Lund, L. Anderson, M. Glass, V. Kinasz, B. Baker, S. Andress, M. Donat, L. Little,
L. Jones, J. McGuire, E. Vite, M. Henderson, M. Record.
2nd row—E. Denslow, B. Carstens, G. Carley, W. Faria, M. Stagis, D. Kidwell, E. Wallace, M.
Pederson, P. Bohanon, E. Bennetts, J. Diem, V. Bentley, M. Smith, F. Warnock, M. Owens. L.
Riley, B. Lindsley, J. DeVries, B. French, L. Butler, J. McGillivrae.

The neighbors were undoubtedly convinced
that the Bolte girls enjoyed life on their corner.
Twenty-tour in number, they chose Mary Ewy as
their leader. The piano was kept busy and gaiety
seemed to prevail, even though some shivered on
the sleeping porches.
1st row—H. Lawson, M. Ewy, M. Miller, M. Woodell,
P. Johnson, V. Marshall, J. Brandon, R. Palmer.
2nd row—B. Menke, C. Davis, V. Estes, E. Moreland, S.
Anderson, M. Anderson, G. Kershner, M. Neuswariger,
G. KIug, C. Peterson, H. HI5t, R. Wallace, C. Tinker,
M. Hyatt.

had room-ma

Composed of Presidents and Junior Representatives of each dorm, the
Interdorm Council planned social
activities, discussed problems, ironed
out difficulties arising in the dorms,
and in general, laid down the dorm
policies. Kay Thomas was President, with Miss Verhulst as advisor.
1st row—M. Donat, A. Stanfield, S.
Hays, B. Johnson.
2nd row—K. Thomas, M. Henderson, S.
Plummer, J. Culp, M. Ewy.

1st row—J. Brandstetter, D. Crookshank.
2nd row—S. Hays, J. Culp, P. Cook, M. Scott, C. Mock,
S. House, M. Odom, F. Kitchen, B. Christoffersen.

Another smafl but mighty bunch of girls, the
fifteen Earlhamites were represented by Shirley
Hays as President, Ruth Leger, Vice President,
Marge Johnson, Secretary, Jean Culp, Treasurer,
Carla Jo Mock, Social Chairman, and Mae Scott,
the Junior Representative. The girls of Eariham
endured the weird noises issuing from the Music
Building and emerged a happy dormful of girls.

mid-nile gak,

and óprectcLi...
Only twelve in number, the Crestwood residents are proud to call that pretty
little house at the end of the lane, home. They chose as their President - Marge
Searle; Junior Representative - Anna Stanfield; Vice President - Darline Sherrard;
and Secretary-Treasurer - Beth Harrington. They enjoyed an evening at "The
Drunkard" . . Manly echoes issued from Way Hall this year for the first time. The
men chose Phil McQuown as President, Bob 'Wright, for Secretary-.
Teasurer, and Bob Ritter to serve
in charge of social functions which
included a successful dance. Serving as an unusual "house-mother"
was Ted Chenney, graduate student.

Above—P. Slagle, W. Kiug, E. Hughes,
M. Searle, J. Corwin, S. Elliott, D. Sherrard, R. Hutchinson, A. Stanfield, Mrs.
Currier.
Right1st row—M. Price, B. 'Wright.
2nd row—T. Chenney, C. Cole, H. Pederson, B. Ritter, J. Fair, P. McQuown,
J. Waddington, P. Giddings.

'
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Exclusive, upon the hill, the forty-five
Wardman women had their own world of
fun; feeds, pj parties, and birthday parties.
A highlight of the year was a party with the
Way Hal! boys. Kay Thomas, as President, had as her House Council, Betty Kimber, Junior Representative, Vivian Sprague,
Secretary, Margaret Baldwin, Treasurer,
and co-social chairmen, Kati Hudspeth and
Colleen Huntington. A musical trio, Evelyn Dimond, violin, Catherine Mills, 'cello,
and Jeanette Nelson, piano, entertains on
Wardman's programs.
L. to R., 1st row—M. Bennett, M. Baldwin, B.
Paulsen, B. Todd, V. Sprague, E. Dimond, D.
Newberry, W. Schroeder, P. ParIer, S. Tangeman, J. Hull, M. Murdy, W. Gossen.
2nd row—B. Barr, P. Hunt, H. Smith, C. Mills,
A. Mitchell, N. Pruner, M. James, K. Thomas,
J. Longwell.
3rd row—R. Brown, J. Sanford, M. Kimber, A.
Wagner, F. Davis, C. Huntington, B. Kimber,
P. Halt, M. DuBroy, E. Dodd, K. Hudspeth, Mrs.
Williams, P. Thomas, M. Ferguson, C. Broady,
S. Werner, J. Nelson, Z. Keatley, B. Jones, W.
Chaffee.
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WHITTiER 29
CALTECH 30
In the first conference tilt of the season the Poet five, under
the capable coaching of Aubrey Bonham, traveled to Pasadena
to meet the Caltech Engineers and suffered its first loss of the
season. The Engineers led all the way and at half time they had
a 12 point lead. The Poets came from behind and were leading
in the closing seconds of play when a Caltech basket ended the
game with a 29 to 30 victory.
WHITITIER 43
CALTECH 38
In the return match on the home court the Poets took the
lead from the opening whistle and never were seriously threatened all evening. The b5 really showed the Caltech team some
of the fine points of the game. The final score was 43 to 38 in
favor of the Poets.

1st row—Coach Bonham, M. Price, P. Lee, T. Alderson, L. Crofoot, P.
Campbell.
2nd rowB. Strong, W. GiIson, A. Hobson, B. Moore, D. Hughes,
D. Hull.

taitedalliewo,

vaó exciting —
The Whittier College Basketball team made its first reappearance this year since the
war. The first semester the team, under the capable coaching of Aubrey Bonham, had but
seven men on it, but with the influx of men returning to college from the service the second
semester the squad increased to twenty-three men. Among the former VYhittierites to return
was Captain Willard "Red Dog" Gibson, who played brilliant ball, being the outstanding
defensive player on the squad. Another former student and cager was Pete Lee, Poet forward,
who turned in a creditable season.
The squad this year was made up of two sets of men, those who had returned from
the service and the freshman contingent. Leading the latter group and high point man for the
squad was Bill Moore.
Whittier fans saw some mighty fine ball during this season. and are looking forward to
more in the coming seasons. The season's score board speaks for itself.

Art

Willard Gibson
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Our learn

WHITHER 57
REDLANDS 29
The biggest upset in the season came when the underdog Whittier Five trounced the
league leading Redland's Bulldogs by a score of 57 to 29. The Poet team completely outpassed, outshot and outplayed the Redlands team. In the opening seconds of the game the
Whittier team claimed the lead and at no time during the entire game did the Redlands
team seriously threaten th lead.
WHITTIER 34
REDLANDS 35
In the return game played on the Redlands court, the home team claimed their revenge
by turning in a 34 to 35 victory over the visiting Whittier team.

OCCIDENTAL 41
WHITTIER 40
Probably the saddest game of the season for the Poet contingent was
the first game with their arch-rivals, the Occidental Tigers. The hard
fought game, with the score tied up at the end of the game, was claimed by
Oxy in an overtime.
OCCIDENTAL 48
WHITTIER 39
In the return game played at Occidental the Tigers won their second
victory over the Poets, who because of the beginning of second semester,
appeared with practically a new team.

Mel Price

WHITTIER 36
PEPPERDINE 46
An elongated Pepperdine team, averaging
around six feet five inches tall twice beat the
outmeasured 'Whittier five. The first game was
played on the Pepperdine court and they came
out winner by a 36 to 46 score.
WHITTIER 49
PEPPERDINE 58
When the lengthy boys traveled to Whither
for the return game they ran up against a much
stiffer defense. The game was close all the way,
but when the final gun was fired the score was
49 to 58 in favor of Pepperdine.

Dean Hull
Phil Campbell
Dick Hughes
Bill Strong

o/ the &-it
WHITTIER 48, SAN DIEGO STATE 45
A heavily favored San Diego State team
went clown in defeat before the mighty onslaught of the Poets by a score of 48 to 45.
WHITTIER 31, SAN DIEGO STATE 46
When the Poet team traveled to San
Diego for the return match they showed the
effects of a hard trip. Although the boys
made a sterling attempt they came out on
the short end of a 31. to 46 score.

POMONA 43
WHITTIER 56
•One of the brightest spots on the
Poet calendar is the Pomona series.
The first game of the series was played
on the Pomona Sagehen's floor, the
Poet squad victorious with a 56 to 43
score.
WHITTIER 59 POMONA 35
The Poets again faced the Sagehens
in the last game of the season. Playing
on the Whittier home court, we defeated the Pomona team by a score of
59 to 35.
Score's Tied!

Cindermen,
Participating in several meets this past spring - Santa
Barbara, San Diego, Pomona, and Oxy - the Poet track
team gave a sensational account of themselves . . . Consistently winning in the sprints were Willard Morgan,
Harry Martin, Dick Hughes, and Fred Barton, and the
middle distances, 'Warren Ear!, Tom Myers, Warren
Knox, Keith Walton, and' Dick De Pue . . . Leatherlungers Gene Cochran, Cliff Cole, and Don HIts, brought
more honors to the college through their victories in the
mile and two-mile. . . High jumper Archie Nogle doubled
in the javelin, shot and discus, along with Mel Price.
The entire squad deserves a hearty "well done."

kaquetmen,
This year found our tennis courts much in demand by our net
enthusiasts, Bill Hickman, Clark Stebbins, Kay Eaby, Mark Roessler,
Ralph Hubert, Bob Heppinstall, and
Eddie Howell. This was their approximate order on the ladder setup. Although there weren't enough
or a team, intra-mural competition
was high.

The 'Whittie Baseball team started working out early
in the second semester. Under the capable coaching of
COACH "CHIEF" NEWMAN the team early began to
shape up into an outfit the College can truly be proud of.
Although this was the first season since the end of the war
the Poet team had a heavy schedule. Among the teams
they faced were NOB Roosevelt base, Fullerton J. C.,
Pepperdine, Compton J. C., Pasadena J. C., Loyola, Redlands, Pomona, San Diego, Occidental, Cal-Tech, Santa
Barbara.
This year the squad had 21 men out for practice and
many of them will be returning next year.

The Physical Education
Club has flourished this year
under the capable leadership of
Roth Leger, as president, with
the assistance of Vi Balcuen,
vice president; Laurel Meyer,
secretary; Arlene Mitchell,
treasurer; Betty Ternquist, social chairman and the sponsors

L. A. City College vs. "Whittier College
Won one; lost one

J/9 i 4ard.

Miss Verhulst and Miss Prochaska. A special effort was
made to have two meetings a
month - one educational, one
social. This plan turned out to
be a very profitable one as was
proved by the enthusiastic club
members. Between semesters
the club went to Arrowhead for
a snow party.

Tennis champ
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UPTON'S
Jewelry of every kind to suit discriminating coeds is offered by
Upton's.

GREEN ARBOR INN
WHITTIER BOOKSTORE
Ken, Johnny, Vivian, Jan and
Beth look over the marvelous selection of books that can be purchased
at the Whittier Bookstore. The
Bookstore also offers a wide selection
f cards, stationery, and office supplies.

WHITTIER LAUNDRY
Nesa and Frannie chat
with one of the amiable
drivers of the Whittier
Laundry trucks. . . he typifies the pleasant service
given to all of the Laundry's customers.

The quiet dignity and pleasant
atmosphere makes the Green Arbor
Inn an ideal setting for society
luncheons and other private groups.

GERRARD'S
424 East Philadelphia
Dorm dwellers have found Gerrard's handy for supplying the needs
of those midnight spreads.

TIBBETT" S
101 South Greenleaf
Joanne admires the fine
selection of hats at Tbbett's . . . Sport clothes,
dressy dresses, and evening wear are all available
at this popular dress shop.

EARL MYERS AND CO.
Real Estate and Insurance

117 East Philadelphia

CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
"Serves the Whole Community"

DURAND'S
215½ North Greenleaf
Attractive clothes for every occasion, sports, afternoon dresses, campus wear, are offered by Durand's.

J. J. NEWBERRY
109-111 North Greenleaf
An extensive stock of stationery
needs and toiletries may be obtained
from Newberry's.
WHITTIER BUILDING
AND LOAN
210 East Philadelphia

BOWER'S DRUG STORE
424 East Philadelphia
•Bower's friendly fountain is well
populated between classes by students seeking coffee and doughnuts,
as is evidenced by Jean, Marilou,
and Mike.

BALLARD AND BROCKETT
You'll find a wide selection of
bathing suits and beach togs for a
carefree summer at Ballard and
B rockett, as Frances and Nesa will
testify.

SUNSHINE DO-NUT SHOP
Students drop in at the doughnut shop for
quick lunches or those super-colossal doughnut
sundaes.

FELTS
165 North Greenleaf
Gifts, Stationery, and Cards.

HILL'S CLOTHIERS
141 East Philadelphia
If you men want to impress the opposite sex,
follow Ronnie's example and do your shopping
at Hill's Clothiers.

AILEEN'S HATS, BAGS, AND
ACCESSORIES
Margaret and Mary Alice find it no easy
task to choose from the unlimited assortment of
attractive hats at Aileen's.

MYER'S DEPARTMENT
STORE
Jan and Vivian have discovered the sweater department to be very complete .
as are the children's, jewelry,
and ladies' apparel departments, not forgetting the extensive gift section.

KING'S JEWELRY
COMPANY
The fine silver offered at
King's has caught the interest
of Jan and Kenny. . but
that's only a part of the merchandise to be found here.

GREENWOOD'S
161 North Greenleaf
Marilou watches enviously while
Jean decides on a pair of Green00d'5 most attractive shoes.

QUAKER CITY BUILDING
AND LOAN
Sincere advice and friendly service in financial matters characterizes
the Qualcer City Building and Loan
for students.

F. W. WOOLWORTH CO.
147 North Greenleaf
After shopping in Woolworth's
unlimited departments, the fountain
lunch counter is a welcome convenience.

JACK'S SALAD BOWL
Bill, Yvonne, and Dorothy ponder
over the choice of specials that are
just right for after the show.

CONSOLIDA LED
TELEPHONE CO.
Frances, Nesa, Leonard, and Jack
learn about the switchboard through
which their calls are made so efficiently.

BRUEN THEATRES
Elaine, Isy, and Ruth enjoy some
of the fine entertainment that is.
shown regularly at the Bruen Theatres, the Whittier, the \Vardman,
and the Roxy.

DINNER BELL RANCH
645 East Whittier Blvd.

CALVIN ART SHOP
224 East Philadelphia

Exquisite dinners served in attractive surroundings make the Dinner
Bell Ranch much in demand.

Calvin Art Shop displays unique
gifts, interesting knic-knacs, and
beautifully framed pictures.

V. AND M. DRUG COMPANY
As Frannie and Nesa investigate
the cosmetic counter at V. & M.
Drug, Jack and Leonard discover a
few beauty secrets.

HILL'S PHARMACY
191 North Greenleaf
GRAY'S GIFT SHOP
114 East Philadelphia
Phone 43-286
"Gifts for all occasions"

A complete line of the best in cosmetics and toiletries as well as a
convenient fountain are found by
the students at Hill's Pharmacy.

SUPREME QUALITY ICE
CREAM COMPANY
Bill, Dorothy, and Yvonne enjoy
themselves over a delicious concoction made of Supreme Quality Ice
Cream.

DOUGLAS
116 East Philadelphia
Vivian and Beth have a hard time
deciding between the many WalkOver shoes designed for good looks
and comfort.

WHITHER SPORTING
GOODS
Mel and Bob know that Whittier
Sporting Goods is the place to go
for the best in all sports equipment.

RENSHAW' S PRINTERY
244 East Philadelphia
Supplies for classes and personalized stationery for those letters
home are offered by Renshaw's.

J. C. PENNEY CO.
Jean and Marilou admire one of
the beautiful sport coats at Penney's.
They have a wide variety to choose
from.

SMITH-HORSEMAN
Men's clothing and accessories,
and an abundant supply of sweaters, popular with the coeds, too, may
be had at Smith-Horseman's.

BECK'S ELECTRIC
APPLIANCES
Beth, Ken, Jan, and Johnny have
found one of those phonographs that
everyone on campus would like to
have at Beck's.

ORCUU'S GROCERY
137 East Philadelphia

DR. W. M. SOREY
204 East Philadelphia

Students look successfully for
spread materials, fruit, cookies, and
jams . . . everything essential for a
good feed is at Orcutt's.

Optometrist

CATHERINE'S SHOPPE
Nesa and Frannie will bear witness as to the lovely assortment of
apparel for women found at Catherine's Shoppe.

FARMER'S HARDWARE AND PAINT CO.
142 North Greenleaf

TOWER
A gathering place for the college
students, and handy to the campus,
the Tower features tempting sundaes
of every description.

Fine Hardwares and Paint

CRYSTAL ICE CO.
1024 West Whittier Blvd.
Introducing another example of
progress, the Crystal Ice Co. is serving the community with frozen food
lockers.

WHIUIER SANITARY DAIRY
Inspecting the Whittier Sanitary
Dairy . . . Frannie, Nesa, and Jack
are reminded of the dependable service in bringing our milk.

PROGRESS-BULLETIN
PUBLISHING CO.
Cooperative service to Whittier
College in the printing of the Acropolis has earned for The ProgressBulletin Co. our sincere appreciation.

To edit a yearbook many people have to work long and hard to
finally have the last page finished. The one person who works the
hardest every year is the photographer; this year, as last, Mr. R. H.
Dill, held this position. We are also grateful to Mr. Roy Day, Mr.
Johnson, and the other artisans at The Progress-Bulletin Publishing
Company for being so helpful and patient. To these staff members
Martha Jo Harrison, VVini Saunders, Alice Robinson, Joyanne
Hull, Henri Etta Smith, Jane Longwell, Bette Paulsen, Wanda
Gossen, Phyllis Hunnicutt, Joan Folger, Colleen Huntington, June
Rogers, Vivian Sprague, Margaret Baldwin, Earl George, Warren
Earl, and many others--the editor gratefully appreciates their assistance and helpful suggestions toward the editing of the 1946 annual.
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Jee ya' l.te,, Pete

It's over—battles cease
Job's finished
Hushed Peace

Toot! Toot! U.S.A.
Coming hack
Glad day

-

There, shining in the sun
"Welcome home
Well done!"

-.9

Grasp the knob, joyfully
"i-li, yak, folks.
It's me!"

Climbing now Founders' Crest
Yea Poets!
The best

I

